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Buffalo Trail Ultra™ 

Marketing description 

Oh no — the watering hole is shrinking, and the once-peaceful buffalo are getting thirsty! 

They’re pawing the ground, about to charge... BF Games is bringing back a classic, 

bigger, bolder and beefier than before. Featuring fierce Full House multipliers, crazy Cash 

Mesh spins, and two progressive Jackpots, are you ready to rumble with Buffalo Trail 

Ultra? 
 

Game description 

Introducing Buffalo Trail Ultra, the youngest calf to the Buffalo family! Five reels, three 

rows and 25 fixed paylines is only the beginning of the journey. 

Ultra brings famous from previous Buffalo slots Cash Mesh feature, where Coin 

symbols hold their ground on the reels while all other positions spin individually. If spins 

run out before every position is filled, the Cash Mesh Bonus Spin stomps through, 

randomly awarding up to three spins. 

Landing 15 Coins during Cash Mesh awakens the Full House 2x multiplier, a fearsome 

beast that chews your total value of Coins and spits it out, twice over! 

This trail sports four fields of Jackpots to graze on: Grand, Major, Minor and Mini. The 

Mini Bonus has a win value fixed at 10x the bet stake, while Minor sits at 20x. The grass 

is even greener with Major and Grand Jackpot values that grow progressively after each 

spin. Every player on the server helps the Major and Grand jackpots mature into 

mammoth wins! 

Don’t forget to watch out for Wild symbols popping up on the middle reels which 

substitute for all symbols except Coins.  
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If the original slot is a gallop, and the Lite version is a march, then Buffalo Trail Ultra is a 

wild romp through the slot game canyons. It does it without losing any BF lustre, and 

with the same cast of creatures inhabiting its reels plus new features to explore, BF 

Games is going in for the kill, this time even heavier than before! 

 

Game phrases 

• Follow the trail to find the Jackpot! 

• Watch out for Wild symbols wiling out on the middle reels! 

• BF Games is stampeding through the screen with Buffalo Trail Ultra! 

• Feed the Grand and Major Jackpots to fatten the Jackpot beast! 

• Wake up the Full House 2x multiplier during Cash Mesh to watch the value of your Coin 

symbols double in size! 

• Every player in the field is adding to the progressive Jackpots, so keep an eye on the 

labels above the gameplay to watch it balloon! 

• Stake out the Cash Mesh feature to see the rare Cash Mesh Bonus Spin nest in any 

empty positions when spins are finished — it only comes down once per feature! 

• Romp down the reels with BF Buffalos and sample all that the slot has to offer — but 

stay vigilant, the trail can be treacherous! 
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